HDPE LAY FLAT PIPE

For Water Conveyance
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MIPATEX LAY FLAT PIPE

HDPE lay flat pipe or lapeta pipe is the more economical alternative for
water conveyance in remote areas. Lay flat pipe is the most popular
irrigation pipe option because they are lightweight and conveniently
help the farmer to convey water throughout their farm. Suitable in
agricultural activities for water conveyance where the geographical
area is rough or uneven.

HDPE

lightweight and
flexible

UV stabilized

Easy to Assemble
and Reallocate

Economical

portable

Modern Technology

Useful for uneven
surfaces

multiple uses

LAY FLAT PIPE

FEATURES, BENEFITS AND DESIGN

MIPATEX

Strong & Durable: Mipatex HDPE lay flat pipe is strong
enough to withstand all weather conditions. It is resistant
to all agricultural chemicals. It can be used year-round,
on any surface, or in any weather.
Lightweight and Flexible: Mipatex HDPE flat lay pipes
unique desing make them extremely flexible and
lightweight, easy to transport and install in remote farms,
uneven surfaces, or other areas.
Easy to Install: HDPE woven multilayer lay flat pipes unique
woven laminated and heat weld design make it highly
flexible and lightweight. It is easy to transport and install
in remote farms, uneven surfaces, or other areas.
Versatile: HDPE lay flat pipes can be used as a counterweight over the HDPE geomembrane pond liner to
protect flutter during stormy winds.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

HDPE LAY FLAT PIPE

Mipatex HDPE lay flat pipe is strong enough to withstand all weather conditions.
It is resistant to all agricultural chemicals. It can be used year-round, on any
surface, or in any weather. they are used for the delivery of water in roles such
as construction or irrigation, when it is not easy to transport water.

Product
Code

Mass

Thickness

Size

Length

Color

Expected Life

MLFP50

260 GSM

300micron

50mm

60m

White

3 Years

MLFP60

260 GSM

300micron

63mm

60m

White

3 Years

MLFP75

260 GSM

300micron

75mm

60m

White/Black

3Years
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